2011 COACH SPECIFICATIONS

DOMETIC 3 WAY 3.8 CU FT FRIDGE
11,000 BTU PENGUIN ROOF AIR
11’ FIAMMA AWNING
POWER REAR SOFA
LED INTERIOR LIGHTS
2 BURNER LP FLUSH MOUNT STOVE
MICROWAVE OVEN
CORIAN COUNTER TOPS
STAINLESS STEEL SINKS
16,000 BTU FURNACE
SIX GAL SUBURBAN WATER HEATER
WATER HEATER BYPASS
LP, CO & SMOKE DETECTOR
5 POUND FIRE EXTINGUISHER
MONITOR PANEL, HOLDING TANKS, & BATTERY
LOW PROFILE FAN-TASTIC FAN
45 AMP CONVERTER WITH CHARGE WIZARD
COACH BATTERY DISCONNECT
SLIDE OUT COACH BATTERY
MEMORY FOAM REAR CUSHIONS
PRIVATE BATHROOM WITH SHOWER AND SINK
THETFORD CHINA BOWL TOILET
MEDICINE CABINET
FLIP UP COUNTER EXTENSION
HARD ROCK OR COGNAC MAPLE CABINERTY
DESSERT SAND OR STONE TAUPE ULTRALEATHER FABRIC
SANDALWOOD OR GREYLITE CORIAN
PASS THROUGH REAR STORAGE
REAR LOOSE LAY CARPET
EXTERIOR SHOWER
WINEGARD DIRECTIONAL TV ANTENNA WITH BOOSTER
CABLE TV HOOK UP
RIDE RITE AIR HELPER SPRINGS
GENERATOR PREP
EXTERIOR SHOWER

OPTIONS

19” LCD TV AND BUILT IN CABINET
2.8 KW ONAN GENERATOR
CONVECTION MICROWAVE OVEN
INGOT SILVER BODY PAINT
PUEBLO GOLD BODY PAINT
FIRESTONE COMPRESSOR KIT
HITCH AND 4 POLE WIRING
6.8 L V10 ENGINE C/W 5 SPEED TRANSMISSION

2011 FORD E350 CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS

9500 LB GVWR
5.4 L TRITON V8 C/W 4 SPEED AUTO TRANSMISSION
255 HP @ 4500 RPM
350 FT / LB TORQUE @ 2500 RPM
3:73 REAR AXEL RATIO
3500 LBS TOWING CAPACITY
WHEEL BASE 138"
POWER WINDOWS, DOOR LOCKS AND MIRRORS
REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY
CHASSIS AIR CONDITIONING
CRUISE CONTROL
4 WHEEL DISC BRAKES WITH ABS
LT 245 /75 / R16 BSW ALL SEASON TIRES
SWIVEL DRIVER AND PASSENGER SEAT BASES
TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
RSC ROLL STABILITY CONTROL
ALUMINUM WHEELS WITH STEEL SPARE
FUEL TANK CAPACITY 35 U.S. GAL 132 L
DRIVER AND PASSENGER AIR BAGS

FORD WARRANTY

3 YEAR 36,000 MILE 60,000 KM BUMPER TO BUMPER
5 YEAR 60,000 MILE 100,000 KM POWER TRAIN
5 YEAR 60,000 MILE 100,000 KM ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

MEASUREMENTS AND CAPACITIES

FRESH WATER CAPACITY 30 U.S. GAL 113 L
GREY WATER CAPACITY 26 U.S. GAL 97 L
BLACK WATER CAPACITY 12 U.S. GAL 45 L
PROPANE TANK 8 U.S. GAL / 30 L / 34 LBS
EXTERIOR LENGTH 20 FEET 4 INCHES
EXTERIOR HEIGHT 9 FEET
EXTERIOR WIDTH 7 FEET 10 INCHES INC SIDE MIRROR
INTERIOR STANDING HEIGHT 74 INCHES
KING BED SIZE SPACE 73" X 81"
DRIVERS SINGLE BED SPACE 74" X 29"
PASSENGER SINGLE BED SPACE 72" X 29"

PLEASURE-WAY WARRANTY

3 YEAR 36, 000 MILE 60,000 KM LIMITED WARRANTY

Pleasure-Way Industries
302 Portage Ave, Saskatoon Saskatchewan, Canada
800-364-0189  www.pleasureway.com

Due to our policy of continuous improvement, Pleasure-Way reserves the right to make product changes at any time without incurring obligations. Van chassis standard options may also change without incurring any obligation.
2011 Excel

Inspired by old world craftsmanship, the interior of the Excel is hand-crafted piece by piece, showcasing the intricate detail of rich hardwood cabinetry. The elegant design of the 2011 Excel is highlighted by: Corian® Counter Tops, Memory Foam Rear Cushions, LED Interior Lights, Pass Through Rear Storage, Ultra Leather® Fabric, Built in TV Cabinet, Swivel Front Seats, China Bowl Toilet, and an Estimated 14-16 mpg.